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If you come to New York as a fan of public transportation, you will
find the main driver of the local subway system, which is solved by
a combination of overhead and underground sections from different
periods and unmistakable architecture. The buses, which drove
around the city through 5700, is usually too great interest not happy,
even in the fleet can be found exciting cars of different technical
solutions. But what would the streets of New York City searched in
vain, the tram, therefore, with one exception.

Deserted and destroyed, so the car looks ev. no. 3303, originating from
Boston today on the waterfront in Brooklyn. Dormitories and columns are
remnants of a project for a new tram line. (Photo: Libor Hinčica)

New York is considered cradle trams in the form in which soon
spread in large numbers to other parts of the USA and Europe.
Street of individual parts of New York (formerly separate cities) were
http://www.csdopravak.cz/zpravy/2016/8/21/jedintramvajvnewyorku
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intersected trams dozen companies with different drive types
(including battery). Manhattan trams stopped working already in the
30s of the 20th century, the last line within New York then expired on
7. 4. 1957. Since then, New York relies only on buses and subway
services.

The end of the tram line. Here came the construction of the first phase, the
second was under construction, but the town was built around discarded.
(Photo: Libor Hinčica)

But it is not without interest that exist in the tram tracks and still are
one (although immobile) tramcar. It is car PCC originally from Boston
ev. no. 3303 Pullman carriages made in 1951, was originally used on
routes called. Green Line (city tram). From Boston he with other cars
bought Guild Brooklyn Historic Railway Association. For this
association stands person Robert Diamond, who became famous in
1981 by the discovery of the oldest urban railway tunnel in the world,
which was built in 1844 and later was with regard to the transfer of
the railway canceled (and it was envisaged that the tunnel was
destroyed). The tunnel later became a landmark in the Guinness
Book of Records was somewhat inaccurately entered as the oldest
subway tunnel (in American English subway) in the world (although it
was a tunnel later Long Island Railraod  LIRR, a railway). Robert
Diamond himself realized until 2010 in the tunnel very popular tours
for the public. Implementation of tourists provlhlým tunnel, which
was entered in the ladder channel through a hole in the road, but not
from the perspective of Robert Diamond, the best use of cultural
heritage and his dream was to return to the track and tunnel
operation, while not discuss just any college. In the second half of
http://www.csdopravak.cz/zpravy/2016/8/21/jedintramvajvnewyorku
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the 80s founded by Robert Diamond, along with other friends of the
aforementioned association Brooklyn Historic Railway Association
(BHRA), which set forth the goal to return to the streets of Brooklyn
streetcar. Tram, which are on his route could benefit from a historic
tunnel.

Restaurant, bushes, fences. This way, already have passed the tram. In
the background you can see the Statue of Liberty. (Photo: Libor Hinčica)

Just imagine that you live in the camps (if there are any of our
readers live, will have that idea is certainly a problem), in the
morning you wake up and decide that their energy in the next 25
years is taken that through your town began to arrive trams. What
might have been in the Czech environment, your chances of
success? And they are much larger in the United States? Alicia
Keys sings in his congratulatory song about New York, "Empire
State of Mind" (which in our country famous for its Czech edited
version of "Ostrava" Ruda from Ostrava with Martina Partlová) that
New York's concrete jungle, which fills your dreams. The Robert
Diamond, respectively. BHRA entire league is not fulfilled. It should
be added that it was not far. With the construction of the tram line
and the association began to get the vehicles, even older.

Purchase of old used PCC
trams, which are managed
from Boston and Buffalo get a
total of 15 (+ singleaxle rental
car from 1897, on loan from
http://www.csdopravak.cz/zpravy/2016/8/21/jedintramvajvnewyorku
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Oslo, Norway), however, was
The leased car from Oslo finished
on the tram route, on which it was
possible from December 2002 to
ride. (Photo: BHRA)

not a virtue, but well
considered. How has the word
"historic" in the name of the
association suggests, he
wanted Robert Diamond with a

bunch of friends back to New York trams, which though they serve
the public, but will also be an attraction for tourists. The choice fell
on PCC trams, which Robert Diamond looks up uncritically and
which he considered the best solution to solve the traffic problems of
the city. It is certainly not without interest, given the age of the PCC
cars began to be considered later also other variants, especially full
of new vehicles. In order to meet the requirements tram transport of
handicapped passengers, wondering, among others. Over how to
build a tram that will still match its conception 30th summers of the
last century and will therefore be at eye still legendary PCC concept
car, but also will offer lowfloor section. It is certainly not without
interest that solutions such as model retro tram was one of the later
studies drawn up by the association BHRA used sketch Czech
trams VarioLF.

14. 12. 2002 ceremonial prezenzace tram project in Red Hook attended
car ev. no. 3321st It was made in 1951 for Boston and was the last car
made PCC Pullman carriages and the last new streetcar American
production delivered to the US East Coast. (Photo: BHRA)
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Officially started on the return of trams to talk to Brooklyn in 1989.
Identifying the most suitable route from the square in Brooklyn (near
the Brooklyn Bridge) to the south near the banks of the River East
River (which is actually a sea canal, not the river) to the part
Brooklyn known as Red Hook. This part of town is currently reliant
only on service buses, and although the coast can admire the
panorama of Manhattan with dozens of skyscrapers and the Statue
of Liberty, the area retains its original industrial character with large
warehouses from the period when the shore there was still a boat
mooring. Way to revitalize this area, should be according to the idea
Association BHRA tram line. That should bring investment, tourists
and wellbeing. This is not a task not unattainable. Trams in the US
ability to entice investors have repeatedly shown.

The association wanted BHRA operating the route Historic cars PCC. A
total of 15 older cars managed to get out of Buffalo. Today, however, on
the coast is worth only one car from Boston. (Photo: BHRA)

Guild BHRA gained during the nineties all necessary permits to
enable it to commence the construction of a tram line and in 1999
actually began with the laying of tracks. Most of Finance was going
to get the association of different contributions, supporters of the
project and sponsorship (as, for example, managed to get the older
rail tracks that will be used on the line). Thanks to this construction,
however, was not running at a pace which the association BHRA
imagined. The original deadline for completion of the railway was not
http://www.csdopravak.cz/zpravy/2016/8/21/jedintramvajvnewyorku
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fulfilled until 2003, however, it was expected that a tram line under
construction will be completed by extending the original
authorization. This has not occurred. New York City Department of
Transportation instead let the work stop. Upcoming tram line was
completed at the time of just under one quarter (posed was about
1,200 meters of tracks). Work was halted in March 2003, and in May
of that year there was a situation that still attracts on both sides of
the conflict emotions. The staff of the New York Office for Transport
(New York City Department of Transportation, abbreviated NYC
DOT) arrived in Red Hook, which confiscated all construction
material, which is found on the spot, without being exposed to any
evidence of the amount of things seized. Officially seizures given in
connection with financial assistance by the city during the ten years
of the project provided. It totaled $ 50,000. Confiscated material,
which was owned by the BHRA, while according to Robert Diamond
had roughly 10 times the value of the association and chairman of
him was going to judge (by your words but interesting hired a lawyer,
who soon began to defend interests rather counterparties).

Trams should, among other things. Ride through the socalled. Atlantic
Avenue Tunnel, which is the oldest city tunnel for rail transportation in the
world. It is sometimes incorrectly referred to as the oldest subway tunnel.
In fact, this tunnel ran trains only. (Photo: BHRA)

On 30 6th 2003 by NYC DOT officially ordered to remove all the
facilities already built tracks from the streets of Brooklyn, but this
association BHRA refused, so eventually had to ensure destruction
http://www.csdopravak.cz/zpravy/2016/8/21/jedintramvajvnewyorku
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of the city of New York. PCC trams were either scrapped or sold off
further into the town of Shelbourne Falls, Mass, except for the above
mentioned vehicle ev. no. 3303 from Boston. Rental of a historical
tram from the late 19th century, was handed over to the museum in
New York tram (although located in Kingston, New York, not in the
New York City).

Thus it was originally designed to look tram route. Green segment is still
largely exists (although without trolejeú, orange blanketed the city with
the construction of the Red did not start. (Photo: BHRA)

Robert Diamond is the dream of trams in Brooklyn did not give up
despite these setbacks and keep trying to fight for their return to the
city. In the years 201011 have left the city under pressure to
prepare a study from URS, which proved that the tram is an
http://www.csdopravak.cz/zpravy/2016/8/21/jedintramvajvnewyorku
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appropriate vehicle for Brooklyn. Even just entering the study but
was moot because the company that it had processed, transmitted
in the background the whole order discreetly to another company
(Nelson Nygaard), which focused on the study, which should
demonstrate the suitability of the BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) systems
in the countries of South America and the countries of Central
America. A study for the $ 300,000 that the construction of a tram
line with a length of 6.8 miles (11 km) ramrod 176 miles. Dollars and
that its construction of the proposed route would be almost
impossible (the original plans BHRA but counted only track with a
length of 6 km, about 3.75 miles). Although most residents of Red
Hook does not own a car (specifically 81.5%, like most New
Yorkers), and is dependent mostly on urban transport services, the
study indicated that the tram would be used probably only 1,822
people a day and that he system himself never earned. Moreover,
they apparently did not bring trams no benefit compared with buses,
and hence no economic benefits for the city. On that basis, the
project was finally kicks off.

View of the interior of the car repaired PCC ev. no. 3303rd (photo: BHRA)

Robert Diamond but not discouraged, and its alliance BHRA has
developed its own study (with a range of over 500 pages), which
pointed out a factual error in a study commissioned by NYC DOT
and which in turn highlighted the benefits of the tram. But
realistically it had no impact. Robert Diamond himself believes that
the reason for deviating from the tramway in Brooklyn and change of
http://www.csdopravak.cz/zpravy/2016/8/21/jedintramvajvnewyorku
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political course in this matter were backstage games coupled with
generous support by supplying CNG to the local gas buses.

... And contemporary look. (Photo: Libor Hinčica)

Of the 15 PCC trams remained in Brooklyn only. It stands on a short
section built tram lines (including catenary poles, but without contact
wires) on the sea shore near one of the stops on the local water taxi
and a broken front headlight stares toward the Statue of Liberty.
Tram, which at the time was almost complete, has long been
subjected to vandalism, thus, its technical condition continues to
deteriorate. It is a sad reminder of a dream that (yet) did not
translate into reality. Robert Diamond does not give up. He points
out that he lives in a country that gave the world a number of major
criminals, like, for example, mobster Al Capone, so it is not any
wonder practices too. On the other hand  this is America, this is
New York  "Concrete Jungle Where Dreams are Made of" ...
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PCC abandoned car on the waterfront in Red Hook. (Photo: Libor
Hinčica)
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← Back tram to New York?

Krakow announced a tender for 50
new trams →

BASED ON THE NUMBER 3/2016 MAGAZINE
CZECHOSLOVAK DOPRAVÁK
Gradually, from 22. 8. 2016 to stores and subscribers will distribute a number
3/2016 magazine Czechoslovak Dopravák, which again brings readers 100
pages of what is happening in public transport, not only in the Czech Republic
and Slovakia.
CS Dopravák , Czechoslovak Dopravák , CSD , New Edition , New number , 3/2016

LONDON UNDERGROUND HAS LAUNCHED A 24
HOUR OPERATION
19. 8. Since 2016, the London Underground passengers can enjoy the use of
night trains underground. For now, however, only during the night from Friday to
Saturday and from Saturday to Sunday, and do so only on two selected
underground lines.
TfL , Transport for London , Tube , Underground , London , London , London
Underground , London Underground , night mode , night subway in London

IN GDYNIA, POLAND'S HISTORIC TROLLEY
ROLLED ZIU9
On 17. 8. 2016 took place in Gdynia, northern Poland first test ride the historic
trolleytype ZiU 9th Legendary cars ZiU9 (resp. ZiU682) were produced at the
http://www.csdopravak.cz/zpravy/2016/8/21/jedintramvajvnewyorku
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Russian factory Urického since 1972 (prototypes, however, were begun
between 1966 and 1968). Trolleybuses simple design very quickly found its way
to the cities of the Soviet Union and beyond and in total should have already
produced over 42,000 vehicles of this type (in various forms). One of the
countries where the trolley ZiU9 also received, was also in Poland.
Gdynia , Gdynia , Poland , trolley , historic trolley , ZiU9 , ZiU , ZiUčko , Russia ,
Ukrajinqa , Lutsk , Lutsk , Polish trolleys

Design StudioOliver / Copyright 2015 Czechoslovak
Dopravák
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